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We'll also be happy to show you how many times we've updated ourselves over the years, and the numbers speak for themselves. But it's also clear that Motorola is still doing the more advanced, technical improvements in the background, or else Moto wouldn't be building the services and
software that they do. The last years of software updates for Motorola phones have been slower, even for flagship devices (until last year), but it's clear that their core priorities are on the forefront. Motorola is slowly changing that, by making sure that there are quality charging zones and

showstopping new processors in their new phones, instead of just throwing a much fancier version of the same thing as their competitors. The reality is that Motorola still makes a good range of very affordable phones that are good enough for most people. But it seems that good enough isn't
enough these days, and those flagship phones were the beginning of the fall in the Moto lineup. This year is the year that'll see the revival of their lineage, in all form . With this, Motorola is releasing a new phone this year that will surely cement their position as an alternative flagship

company, one that can hang tough with the most valuable company in the world.  Motorola's new flagship phone is the Moto E5S, and we finally have a name for the phone. For the past few months, when we've asked people about Motorola, they would tell us that the E5S is what they want,
it's easy to use, it's well-built and it's under a dollar.  So, if you've been watching Motorola's own ad for the Moto X4, you'll have noticed a few key differences. When the X4 is compared to the Moto X4 Plus and the Moto G5, the main difference is the presence of the Snapdragon 660 CPU. By
removing the Snapdragon 850 and using the 660, Motorola is able to squeeze another three hours of battery life out of the phone. As such, the battery is 3310mAh - which is huge compared to the Plus at 3080mAh. motorola cp200 cps software 11 That said, the Moto X4 Plus and X4 are two

very unique phones. If you're looking for a 4G LTE phone that runs all Android features, you should really look into the Moto X4 Plus. (The Moto X4 is still a fantastic phone, though.)
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also, as we can see from the test, the qualcomm snapdragon 868 has four cores, therefore depending on the software, the processor can be boosted to up to eight cores. the same is valid for the snapdragon 855, but that is not the case on the older edge 30 that we are comparing this to.
next up we look at the last nokia-made feature phone, the nokia 2.0. this one again, is a midrange smartphone. so what, you ask? well, it's worth comparing the nokia 2.0 to the "borrowed" midrange concept that is the oneplus 6t, as even though the oneplus 6t might not be flagship-class

material, it is still a good phone on its own merits. the edge 30 is not really the best performer in the entire antutu test, but that's not because the smartphone doesn't have some great hardware to speak of. it's because the processor is running at only 2726 mhz, which is far below the
processor's maximum turbo of 3160. it doesn't take into account the fact that the phone has 12 gb of ram, so the overall score is distorted. it remains very surprising however, that the arai result is so much worse than the antutu score, but we have to remember that this is the first generation

arai, and its first test is all about the cpu. the cpu cores still have to work hard. seeing as the moto e5 play is the first sub-15 dollar smartphone from motorola, naturally the specs would be limited. the moto e5 play packs a 64-bit qualcomm snapdragon 425 with 1 gb of ram. being a budget
device, it is no surprise to see the overall performance to be lackluster. while it is a budget device with a low spec, the moto e5 play also packs 64 gb of storage, making up for its low-end performance. this is how the ranking list would look like for the moto e5 play after its overall

performance. 5ec8ef588b
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